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ABSTRACT

1.

A graphical password guiding image serves as a visual
prompt to improve password memorability. However, passwords may be easily guessed if the guiding image contains
hotspots, or commonly chosen (e.g., ‘clickable’) points that
are predictable via automated means. In this paper, we
propose a method to determine graphical password guiding
image suitability in terms of potential password strength.
Our method uses image saliency to measure image suitability; the higher the saliency, the more suitable the image.
Next, we evaluate the regions of interest (e.g., circles, faces,
corners, etc.) of suitable images to predict the strength of
resultant graphical passwords. We provide support for our
method in two ways: first, we analyzed the guiding images
and resulting graphical password strength from an existing
dataset and secondly, we conducted our own user study to
measure the usability and memorability of the same guiding
images in terms of registration, login and recall times. We
found that the more visually salient the image, the stronger
the resulting graphical passwords in terms of entropy with
little or no eﬀect on usability and memorability. Furthermore, users tended to select more suitable images even when
given the choice of less suitable images. Thus, our approach
may be used to improve the strength of graphical passwords
before the user chooses a single point or action simply by
excluding unsuitable guiding images.

Smartphones have become a fully-fledged computing environment that many people depend upon. They are used
to store and access personal information such as medical
records, banking information, private email and text messages, even when they were deleted [15]. Many smartphones
use a soft keyboard, which makes typing passwords more
error prone compared to a traditional keyboard [2, 26]. In
addition, password composition rules are optimized for desktop keyboards since they require the use of special characters, which are more eﬀortful to type on a soft keyboard [17].
Since many smartphones owners use traditional text-based
passwords that are typed via soft keyboards, typing errors
and slow entry rate may negatively aﬀect the usability of textual passwords on these platforms [28] while creating easier
to type passwords may negatively aﬀect their strength.
Graphical passwords do not rely on traditional textual entry, instead depending on selecting a series of points on one
or more images. Despite the natural match between touchbased mobile devices and graphical passwords, few mobile
manufacturers have used graphical passwords for authentication. One reason may be that click-based graphical passwords are prone to hotspots, which are frequently chosen
points on the image that draw the user’s visual attention.
Hotspots are chosen frequently because they are more memorable than other click points, which makes the password
easier to remember [32], but also increase the likelihood that
a dictionary-based attack will succeed [32]. This is akin to
having knowledge of a target before attacking their textual
password; the attacker uses this knowledge to guess more
likely passwords first. Advice by researchers with regards
to hotspots is to either choose images without hotspots or
to choose other, less likely points [5]. However, this advice
may lead to less memorable graphical passwords, which may
aﬀect usability and user adoption. Instead, we propose that
hotspots are a positive part of graphical passwords since an
image with many hotspots1 also has many possible passwords, and that this can be leveraged to create graphical
passwords that are both strong and memorable.
In this paper we present a method for improving the
strength of graphical passwords while taking advantage of
the memorability of visually salient regions. Our approach,
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INTRODUCTION

1
We use the term hotspot here to conform to the terminology
commonly used in graphical password research, as it generally refers to points on an image that are frequently chosen in
graphical passwords. We make a distinction between a frequently chosen point (hotspot) and a visually salient point
(RoI) since the latter may or may not be selected frequently.
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which begins with measuring the visual saliency of the image
and then maps the salient regions to objects that appear in
the guiding image, has the potential to remove images that
do not contain enough salient regions to make dictionarybased attacks less successful. By allowing users to choose
guiding images that are suﬃciently complex, we improve
password strength before the user makes a single click. We
tested our method on thousands of graphical passwords from
the dataset by Zhao et al. [37] and found a strong positive
correlation between image saliency, number and type of regions of interest and the resultant theoretical and practical
password spaces. We supported this result by conducting a
user study that used the same guiding images as Zhao et al.
to study the usability and memorability aspects. Our results
showed that participants found the speed and ease of using
a graphical password acceptable, and that most participants
were able to remember their graphical password over time.
Finally, we found that the chosen click points were spread
over the detected regions of interest, showing that practical
password space is not dramatically reduced when user choice
is taken into account.

2.
2.1

results indicated that this approach helped users to create
less guessable graphical passwords, but they did not examine whether the total number of passwords in hotspot-heavy
images was suﬃcient to make this guessing attack viable.
PCCP takes advantage of less frequently chosen visually
salient regions in some cases, similar to the intuition that
guides our work, although we extend this work to show that
increasing visually salient features is a positive aspect for
graphical passwords in terms of resultant password strength.
Several methods have been proposed to detect image
hotspots. Salehi-Abari et al. [27] used the Itti algorithm [20]
as a bottom-up visual attention method to explore the guessability of graphical passwords. The experiment studied
whether users’ choice of click points that fall inside detected
regions are predictable. Their results indicated that some
patterns of graphical passwords, such as diagonal lines, were
predicted with reasonable accuracy. van Oorschot et al. [33]
built a dictionary attack using the Itti visual attention algorithm. The result introduced a significant improvement,
compared to [32], for purely automated guessing click-based
graphical passwords. The dictionary diagonal lines found
over 48% of user passwords for each of the two images used.
Objects that appear in guiding images, such as faces, lines
and circles, can be related to the position and prevalence of
hotspots. Mayron compared the performance of three diﬀerent visual attention models, Itti-Koch-Niebur, Graph-Based
Visual Saliency (GBVS), and Image Signature to detect the
most salient image regions [21]. The result was that these visual attention methods produced good results for detecting
objects in images, but Itti-Koch-Neibur and GBVS models
performed the best. Mayron and Alshehri evaluated these
three models of visual attention to predict the click points
used when creating graphical passwords [22]. Their results
indicated that, in general, GBVS had the best performance
towards predicting graphical passwords.
We believe that hotspots are a benefit to the strength
and memorability of graphical passwords provided they are
available in suﬃcient numbers that a dictionary attack is
infeasible.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Effect of Image Content on User Password Selection

Prediction resistance is a key trait for graphical password
security. Selecting an image with predictable hotspots may
result in passwords that are easily guessed via dictionary
attacks. Stobert et al. [30] studied the eﬀect of guiding images on the frequency of creating the same pattern of passwords. They found that users tend to follow patterns when
creating graphical passwords, whether using a blank background or guiding image, and that these patterns tended
to result in weaker passwords. Davis et al. [9] used face
and story schemes to study the impact of images on user
choice. They found that faces, particularly those of the
same race and/or gender as the user, were more appealing.
Their results also agree with those of Stobert et al.: users
in their study followed predictable patterns when creating
their graphical passwords.
Dunphy and Yan [12] explored the impact of using a background image on the security of Draw-A-Secret graphical
passwords. Their results were that users who were shown
background images created more complex and more memorable passwords than those who were not shown background images. Moreover, background images participated
in reducing the probability of creating predictable passwords
that followed known patterns. Similarly, Golofit [16] found
that images containing recognizable places are the most frequently selected areas when creating graphical passwords.
These results show that the guiding image has an eﬀect on
the areas of the image selected when users create graphical
passwords

2.2

2.3

Measuring Guiding Image Suitability

Image complexity as it applies to graphical passwords is an
active research area. Schaub et al. [29] explored the design
space of graphical passwords on smartphones. They calculated the minimum password length required by each scheme
to achieve 14 bit (equivalent to strength of four-digit PIN)
and 42 bit (equivalent to strength of seven-character textual password) strength under the assumption of equiprobable password distribution. Their results showed that the
studied graphical password implementations required fewer
clicks than entering a PIN of comparable strength.
Dirik et al. [11] created a model to measure the suitability
of background image for the PassPoints graphical password
system. They used the color feature to compute the suitability of both complex and simple images. The results indicated
that, depending on the model, a dictionary attack was able
to predict about 80% of the click points of the simple images
and about 70% of click points for the complex images. Moreover, the resultant password entropy was higher in complex
compared to simple images, which may aid users in selecting
the most appropriate image to use in authentication.
Our work expands that of Dirik et al. [11] in several ways.
First, we begin with a simple method for determining the

Hotspot Detection

Avoiding hotspots may limit graphical password predictability [7, 8, 32]. Consequently, implementations have
been proposed to encourage users to avoid hotspots when
creating graphical passwords. Chaisson et al. [7] introduced
Persuasive Cued Click Points (PCCP), an implementation
that guided users to click within randomly chosen regions
determined by the system rather than on hotspots. The
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least suitable images in a set and remove those before moving onto a more complex method that takes into account the
objects that appear in the guiding image. This first pass simply and easily removes the images that are more likely to be
used to create weaker graphical passwords; by not showing
these to users we improve the strength of resulting passwords with very little eﬀort. We then use diﬀerent features
for assessing images when compared to Dirik et al.: we use
image objects such as circles, lines and faces, where Dirik et
al. combined color contrast, luminosity contrast and foreground versus background objects into a focus of attention
map. While Dirik et al. rightly limit the number of features
they use in their attention map, there are other features that
may be considered such as the size of objects, shape, and object category; we therefore extend their work by considering
features beyond those they used and determining their eﬀect
on the resultant password’s entropy. We also extend their
work by considering several more images (15 as opposed to
their 2) and use two sets of data to confirm our model and
results: the dataset of Zhao et al. [37], which has over 10,000
passwords from 800 subjects and our own user study dataset
with 33 users and 33 passwords. We consider both theoretical and practical password spaces rather than just theoretical. Theoretical password space is the upper bound on the
number of possible passwords given a length and a set of
possible password click points; it is often an overly generous
value that does not take into account user choice. Practical
password space (also called eﬀective password space), on the
other hand, takes into account the idea that users will prefer
certain click points over others and adjusts the calculation
of the possible number of passwords accordingly. Finally,
we also consider usability and memorability in addition to
password strength since strong passwords have been known
to suﬀer from usability and memorability issues that have
limited their adoption [28, 36].
Zhao et al. [37] identified positions of interest for a set of
images based on observing user behavior. They determined
the positions of interest by and algorithms to detect image
objects, then created a list of generated points. The experiment indicated that faces were the most selected regions for
about 60.3% of the passwords’ actions that were created on
the images. In our work, we extended Zhao et al.’s work
by considering other regions of interest such as the image
corners. Moreover, we considered the diversity of regions of
interest. We generated a list of fixed-size (19x19) of regions
of interest instead of specific points. These regions were
prioritized based on the likelihood to be chosen. Our work
generated a model that can be used to evaluate the suitability of an image for graphical passwords given the number
of regions of interest and their types. This model will simplify the process of choosing an image that may improve the
strength of graphical passwords.

2.4

password length is equivalent to the number of click points
chosen [29, 31].
A strength measurement for recognition-based graphical
passwords has been proposed that considers attacks such as
guessability, observability, and recordability [13]. A score is
computed that represents the security level of the system in
terms of resisting the attack. This model does not consider
password strength; instead, it measures the strength of the
system.
Our work builds upon existing research by taking advantage of image saliency as it relates to hotspots to determine whether there is a relationship between image saliency
and both the theoretical and practical password spaces. We
use this relationship to remove those images with the least
amount of saliency (and thus likely having the smallest theoretical password space) as guiding images to encourage
stronger passwords without additional user eﬀort.
Our contribution is to provide an approach to selecting
suitable images for use with graphical passwords that considers the practical (not theoretical) password space. We
show that the practical password space of complex images
is higher than for less complex images, and thus we recommend that users and developers take advantage of images
with many hotspots rather than avoiding them.

3.

OUR APPROACH

We present a two–stage approach to measuring graphical password guiding image suitability designed to increase
graphical password strength. Stage 1 measures guiding image suitability based on the salient regions as detected by
the GBVS algorithm [18, 19]. The salient regions serve as
input to entropy calculations, which are used to measure the
theoretical and practical password space for the image. We
then relate saliency to image suitability, and propose a decision model that can be used to exclude unsuitable guiding
images. Once we have excluded the least suitable images,
we further examine what objects in the image comprise the
salient regions in Stage 2 of our approach. We detect objects
by segmenting the image into regions of 19x19 pixels, which
are then labeled with detected object types including faces,
circles, and generic objects. We then compute the likelihood
that a user will select the detected region, and then use this
likelihood to compute the entropy of the resulting passwords.
We evaluate our model using real graphical passwords chosen by users in a study by Zhao et al. [37], and also with the
results of a user study designed to test memorability and
usability.

3.1

Data

Training data for both stages consisted of the images and
click points provided by Zhao et al. [37]. They selected 15
images originally from the PASCAL Visual Object Classes
(VOC) Challenge 2007 dataset [14]. The images (see Figure 1 for samples) contain a variety of scenes with varying
complexity. Zhao et al. collected more than 10,000 passwords from 762 subjects that we use as actual click points
(ACP).

Measuring Password Strength

Theoretical password space is used to measure password
strength, including that of graphical passwords. In textbased passwords, the character set from which users select
and the minimum password length are two factors that influence password strength. Several types of measures have
been proposed, including entropy checkers [24] and comparisons to dictionary or other word lists [10]. Such measurements have been extended to graphical passwords, where the
set of characters is equivalent to the set of click points, and

3.2

Stage 1: Visual Saliency Determination

We computed the saliency maps of our training images
using the MATLAB implementation of GBVS [18, 19]. The
generated saliency maps were converted to binary by comparing gray level values of individual pixels to diﬀerent
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contained ACP. We chose 19x19 as a size of a region because it represents the allowed size of the tolerance area for
a finger-selected click point that is used in other studies [32,
27]. Table 1 shows the total number of detected salient regions and the proportion of those salient regions that were
selected by users. This shows that users do choose salient
regions frequently when creating graphical passwords, which
provides support for discounting images with small proportions of salient regions.

Figure 1: Sample of the fifteen images of the training
dataset from [37], including computed saliency maps
and ACP. Original images from [14].

(a) Img 2

(b)
Img
GBVS 30%

2 (c) Img 2 ACP

(d) Img 5

(e)
Img
GBVS 30%

(g) Img 11

(h) Img 11 (i) Img
GBVS 30%
ACP

Table 1: Proportion of salient 19x19 pixel regions
detected by GBVS at 30% threshold and selected
by users, with resultant practical and theoretical entropy per click point. SR = salient regions. Bolded
rows represent the images that were considered suitable.
Image
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Avg.

5 (f) Img 5 ACP

% Image salient
2%
2%
24%
45%
14%
42%
32%
23%
45%
45%
47%
14%
28%
13%
30%
27.1%

% selected SR
100%
100%
84.9%
82.2%
88.1%
82.2%
85.2%
85.6%
73.6%
78.5%
71.7%
83.6%
85.6%
74.5%
75.6%
83.4%

Theor. entropy
4.32
3.91
7.19
7.92
6.39
7.88
7.46
7.26
7.92
8.08
8.12
6.86
7.55
6.61
7.62
7.01

Prac. entropy
4.32
3.91
6.95
7.64
6.21
7.60
7.23
7.03
7.48
7.73
7.64
6.60
7.32
6.19
7.22
6.74

11
We then used Equation 1 as defined in [4] to compute the
entropy per click point of the user-created passwords, where
b represents the number of salient 19x19 regions, and k is
the length of the password. In this case, the entropy was
computed for each actual click point in turn, so k = 1.

thresholds ranging from 0% to 90% of the full image saliency.
We used a threshold of 30% based on work by Mayron [21]
that showed that thresholds greater than 30% provided fewer
predictions and thresholds lower than 30% did not provide
more predictions. Figures 2b, 2e and 2h show samples of
computed saliency maps at the 30% threshold. It can be
seen from these figures that the more visually complex images (e.g., Image 11) have a higher proportion of the image
that is considered salient.

3.2.1

# SR
20
15
146
242
84
236
176
153
242
270
279
116
187
98
197
164.1

H(I) = Log2 (bk )

(1)

Our hypothesis is that the larger the proportion of the
image that is considered salient, the larger the number of
salient regions users may choose, and thus the higher the
practical password space for that image. We calculated entropy of the theoretical password space using the total number of salient regions in an image, and the entropy of the
practical password space that considers the number of salient
regions that were selected by users in the same image. The
results of computing the entropy are shown in Table 1; the
results show that some images such as images 10, 11, 4, and
6 have high entropy per click point because of the large proportion of the images that are covered by saliency maps,
thereby providing a large number of 19x19 regions that can
contain click points. For instance, Image 2 (see Figure 2a)
has a small salient proportion, and also a lower theoretical
and practical password space.
We examined whether there is a correlation between the
detected number of salient regions and those regions selected
as part of a password. We computed the Pearson correlation
between the entropy of the two variables in Table 1. The result indicated that there was a strong, positive, statistically
significant correlation between the entropy per click point of
total salient regions and the entropy per click point of the
selected salient regions (r(15) = 1, ρ = 0.0). This implies
that users tend to choose diﬀerent salient regions when there
is a large proportion of salient regions that cover the image.

Image Suitability Measurement

To support the idea that using guiding images with less
saliency results in weaker passwords, we measured the entropy of passwords created using the 15 images in Zhao et
al.’s original study. Our image suitability measurements follow an intuition similar to that of Wang et al. [35]: that
a higher per-click-point entropy relates to the strength of
a given image in providing click points suitable for a strong
graphical password. A higher entropy for a click point means
a higher theoretical password space, which means the resultant passwords are harder to guess or otherwise crack. Entropy is defined as measuring the amount of uncertainty in
the composition of a password [4] and is measured in bits.
For example, for a set of characters b and password length k,
the entropy of the standard textual password is bk bits. For
a graphical password, characters can be related to salient
regions, so the entropy is bk bits where b is the set of detected salient regions and k is the number of click points
chosen for the password. We segmented the salient regions
of each image into squares of 19x19 pixels (and discarded
non-salient regions) and counted the number of regions that
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The high degree of correlation between the entropy of total
and selected salient regions indicated an image with more
salient regions has more prominent hotspots and a larger
selection of appropriate graphical password click points. As
a result, such images with highly salient regions can lead to
more secure password selections, which provides support for
our hypothesis in the previous paragraph.
We formalize this result into a decision model: if an image
A has entropy value EA and an image B has entropy value
EB , and EA > EB , then image A is more suitable than
image B as a guiding image for graphical passwords. The
result of this stage is that the higher the image saliency proportion for the guiding image, the higher the entropy of the
resulting password. Therefore, discarding the images with
the lowest proportion of saliency is a promising way to encourage users to create stronger passwords. We determined
empirically that a total image saliency percentage threshold
of 23% (see the % image salient column in Table 1) produced
the best results in terms of determining whether or not an
image was suitable for use with graphical passwords. We
define ‘best’ here as having balance between image saliency
proportion and the resulting theoretical and practical password entropy, as well as confirming visual determinations of
saliency and thus suitability. This threshold depends on the
input images, and therefore will change depending on the
images chosen.

3.3

Figure 2: Output samples of the detected objects
and circles and the ACP chosen by users in Zhao
et al.’s study [37]. Background images originally
from [14].

(a) Img 2: De- (b) Img 2: (c) Img 2 ACP
tected face ob- Detected circle
jects
objects

(d) Img 5: De- (e) Img 5: (f) Img 5 ACP
tected face ob- Detected circle
jects
objects

Stage 2: Detecting Image Objects

After removing the least suitable images using the method
described in Stage 1, we further refined image suitability by
relating the salient regions to actual objects in the image
(which we call Regions of Interest, or RoI) that drew the
participant’s eye when creating their graphical passwords.
Our rationale for exploring this relationship is that simple
saliency does not determine whether an image region will be
selected by a user, and thus there must be some other factor that encourages such a selection. We hypothesize that
objects, which are likely to have meaning to a user and thus
be perceived as more memorable, may be this factor in encouraging selection. As an example, salient regions may
to be those that have changes in contrast, such as a “salt
and pepper” image of random white and black pixel regions.
However, a simple change in contrast does not necessarily
have meaning to a user and therefore may not be memorable in terms of point selection for a graphical password.
To relate saliency to objects, we segmented the images into
19x19 pixel squares and detected objects within each square
(see Figure 2 for examples). If a square contained at least
one detected object, we consider it an RoI.
We then computed the likelihood that a user will select
the detected region based on how frequently it was selected
and use this likelihood to compute the entropy of the resulting passwords. We evaluate our model using real graphical
passwords chosen by users in the study by Zhao et al. [37].
We based our RoI detection method on the way users create graphical passwords in Windows 8TM [23]. Here, users
choose from three actions as part of their password: a single
tap, a line, or a circle. Given these actions, we expect that
users will choose regions on the guiding image that correspond to the available actions. For instance, objects such
as faces, eyes, noses, and mouths may be the target of taps,
or the user may draw a line from one of these objects to
another. Moreover, a detected circle in the guiding image

(g) Img 11: (h) Img 11: (i) Img
Detected face Detected circle ACP
objects
objects
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could encourage users to trace a circle over the object, or to
tap inside the circle. These objects have been shown to be
attractive to users when creating graphical passwords [37].

3.3.1 Face object detection
We used the Viola-Jones algorithm [34] with Haar cascades [1] to detect six diﬀerent object classes: face, eye,
nose, mouth, left ear and right ear. Any object that is detected within the boundary of the face is considered part
of the face. However, any object that is detected as one of
the face parts (eye, nose, etc.), but is located outside the
face boundary is considered a false positive, so we called it
a “Generic” object. Figures 3a, 3d, and 3g show examples of
detected objects for a sample of the training images.

3.3.2 Circle object detection
We used the Java implementation of the Hough Transform
Circle detection algorithm [3, 25] to detect the location of
the circle’s center points and radii lengths. Figures 3b, 3e,
and 3h show examples of circles detected by this method.

3.3.3 Image corners
As can be seen in Figures 3c, 3f, and 3i, many users clicked
on the image corners themselves (top left, top right, bottom
left and bottom right, as opposed to corners that appear in
the subject of the image, such as a building) even though
there may not have been a detected region of interest. We
hypothesize that this is because these points are memorable
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are no objects to detect, but where the image bounds provide
guidance. For instance, we have noticed that a proportion of
ACP fall in the image corners for all 15 images, even though
there are often no objects to draw the user’s attention. We
have (somewhat artificially) added these as “detected” objects because they are easily located in the image simply by
locating the image’s boundaries. However, many of the images in Figure 2 show ACP that are not over a detectable
object or otherwise easily located via image boundaries. We
have no knowledge of why the user chose such points as they
are unlikely to be memorable in the future.
The semantic gap between clicks and object detection is
a significant component of this work. The object detection
algorithms are only able to predict what might be a face,
circle, etc., but not whether the user’s attention is actually
drawn to it. Images may contain features that make sense
for users, perhaps due to other memorable links, but the
user’s semantic representation was not replicable by the object detection algorithms. For example, the image’s corners
are memorable due to the image boundaries, but may not
contain detectable RoIs.

Table 2: Proportion of actual and detected click
points and their related entropy per click point in
bits. We show the results for all 15 original images
for comparison purposes, although those considered
unsuitable in Stage 1 (unbolded) would normally not
be shown to users when creating passwords.
Image
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Average

# ACP
1995
2007
1986
1995
2001
2028
2019
2013
2016
2013
2013
2007
2010
2010
2004
2007.8

# Detected CP
756
135
1471
1585
749
1245
203
1250
1639
881
1262
1325
1344
1112
906
1057.5

Proportion Detected
38%
7%
74%
79%
37%
61%
10%
62%
81%
44%
63%
66%
67%
55%
45%
53%

Entropy per CP
0.42
0.30
1.22
5.88
0.74
5.56
0.59
2.82
3.99
1.64
2.24
3.89
3.12
1.28
1.36
2.34

on all images, regardless of the image’s guiding features.
Thus, we consider these 19x19 pixel regions in the image
corners as RoI.

3.3.4

3.5

Segmentation and Labeling

Each 19x19 pixel RoI was labeled with a detected object
type based on its location. For example, an RoI is labeled
as an eye object if the region falls within the boundary of
a detected eye object. If the RoI covers two diﬀerent types
of detected object because of overlap, the RoI is labeled as
containing the object that has shortest path from the center
point to the RoI’s center point. If an RoI has no detected
objects within it, it is labeled with NONE.
After labeling each 19x19 pixel region, we relate this to
the ACP that comprise real passwords as taken from the
training data. For each ACP, it belongs to that object if
the point falls within the object’s boundary. Furthermore,
each selected point may belong to at most one object. If the
point falls into more than one object’s boundary because of
overlapping objects, the selected point belongs to the object
that has shortest path from the point to the object’s center
point.

3.4

Region Selection Likelihood

As shown in Tables 2 and 3, the ACP were frequently on
objects we detected in the fifteen images. Intuition leads
us to use the click frequency of an RoI as an indication of
the likelihood of a user clicking on that RoI in the future.
However, simply calculating a likelihood that an actual click
point appears in a given RoI without considering the RoI’s
actual content may lead to inaccuracies. For example, there
is high likelihood that faces will be chosen in images that
contain faces (e.g., Image 11), but this behavior is not expected for images with no faces (e.g., Image 5). As a result,
calculating the percentages of RoIs with no consideration of
the content of the images (as in Table 2) will lead to unrealistic assumptions. For instance, 33% of click points were
on a detected face object in Image 3 (see Table 3), but only
3% of ACP were on a detected face in Image 7. Thus, the
average of 8.3% of ACP is not appropriate for all images
since diﬀerences in the other RoIs or the proportion of the
chosen face to other objects may have an eﬀect on whether
or not the user clicks on any one object detected in the image. In order to calculate a more accurate likelihood that
a user may click on a particular object, we considered two
issues: the size of detected objects and the variety of object
types detected. For instance, Image 6 has only circle objects
detected, and Image 8 has face and circle objects (if we ignored image corners for both images). Table 3 shows that
the likelihood of clicking on a circle object for Image 6 is
55%, but for Image 8 is only 4%. The reason could be that
the size of circle object in Image 6 is larger than in Image
8. Not only that, but also Image 8 has diﬀerent other objects such as face that may be a target for users’ taps, while
Image 6 has no other objects that may attract taps. As a
result, the size of detected objects and the content of images
should be considered for accuracy.

Relating Detected Objects to ACP

Table 2 shows that the detected RoI predicted an average
of 53% of ACP. The lowest percentages were in images 2,
7, 5, and 1 and we believe that this is due to the image’s
content. For example, image 2 (see Figure 3a) is simple
(a small jet against the otherwise unremarkable sky), and
image 5 (see Figure 3d) has a small car logo against an
equally unremarkable car hood. Since these images have
few hotspots, users may be forced choose regions that are
not detected as RoI. The highest number of ACP appearing
in detected objects was in image 9 with 81%. The faces
of two people cover the majority of image, which provides
many detected objects that may also encourage clicks.
None of the images had all ACP related to a detected object. This may be due to a semantic gap between what is
detected on an image and what the user perceives as important or memorable. It is unlikely that this intuition can be
automated unless input from users is applied. Another explanation may be because ACP appear in areas where there

3.5.1 Image Categorization
In order to consider similar images (i.e., those with similar RoI content), we categorized the fifteen images based on
their content. We used the type of detected objects to categorize the images where F represents a detected face, G a
detected generic object and C for a detected circle. Combi-
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Table 3: Percentages of ACP related by the diﬀerent
types of objects per image. Blanks imply 0%.
Img
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Average

Face

Eye

33%

Mouth

11%

3%
21%
12%
32%
24%

8.3%

Nose

8%

14%
22%

3.1%

Circle

9%

65%
32%
55%

24%

7%
8%
2%
5%

7%

1.0%

Generic
31%

3.1%

2%
1%
2%
21%
33%
13%
49%
39%
13.9%

4%
26%

27%
49%

17.2%

Table 5: The number of ACP that fall in the detected object aggregated by the object type and category

Corners
6%
7%
6%
5%
6%
6%
5%
6%
5%
7%
6%
6%
5%
6%
6%
5.9%

Category
F
FG
FGC
G
GC
C
NONE

Face
4
35
11
0
0
0
0

Eye
0
7
10
0
0
0
0

Nose
4
0
11
0
0
0
0

Mouth
11
16
27
0
0
0
0

Generic
0
47
43
58
30
0
0

Circle
0
0
264
0
161
82
0

TL
1
3
3
3
2
2
1

TR
1
3
3
3
2
2
1

BL
1
3
3
3
2
2
1

Category
F
FG
FGC
G
GC
C
NONE

BR
1
3
3
3
2
2
1

Nose
59
0
276
0
0
0
0

Mouth
225
239
759
0
0
0
0

Generic
0
272
111
596
156
0
0

Circle
0
0
1937
0
1528
1788
0

TL
110
357
326
343
223
215
112

TR
2
3
1
6
0
4
4

BL
0
2
3
6
0
4
5

BR
0
3
3
7
1
1
6

Face
<1%
<1%
<1%

Eye

1%
<1%

Nose
1%
1%

Mouth
1%
1%
1%

Generic
<1%
<1%
1%
<1%

Circle

<1%
1%
1%

TL
6%
6%
5%
6%
6%
5%
6%

TR
<1%

BL

BR

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%
<1%

<1%
<1%

<1%

the fifteen images based on the method described in Section 3.5. We used this likelihood as input to calculating the
practical password space using entropy using the Shannon
equation [4], which is measured in bits.
Table 2 shows the entropy calculations per click point for
the 15 images in the dataset. Higher entropy implies a higher
practical password space, which means that there are more
possible passwords that must be guessed during an attack.
The highest entropy (5.88 bits per click) was for Image 4,
which means that this image is the most complex image
(in this dataset) since it has more regions that are less frequently selected compared to more frequently selected regions. Images 1 and 2, both of which show a jet against the
sky had the lowest entropy at 0.30 and 0.42 bits per click,
respectively, which means they are the least suitable images
because they have an insuﬃcient number of RoIs to allow
for selected points to be spread across the image. Therefore,
the lack of RoIs in an image may lead users to create (likely)
memorable but also predictable (e.g., weak) passwords, and
the existence of many and varied RoIs may lead users to
create stronger but (likely) less memorable passwords.
We computed the coeﬃcient of multiple correlation to
measure how the entropy of practical password space can
be predicted using a linear regression equation of a set of
variables that represent the number and type of RoIs. The
statistically significant result indicated that the number and
type of regions predicted the entropy of practical password
space, F (6, 8) = 7.049; ρ < 0.05; r 2 = 0.841. The value of
the multiple correlation coeﬃcient R = 0.92 means that the
model has a good level of prediction. Equation 2 shows the
model, where F , E, N , M , G, C are the number of detected RoI in an image for face, eye, nose, mouth, generic,
and circle, respectively. Note that the weights in Equation 2
were experimentally determined during the regression calculation; they will vary depending on the input images used.
The model simplifies computing the predicted entropy of
practical password space for an image because it depends
on the number and type of detected RoIs.

nations of these objects are represented as concatenations of
these three; for instance, F GC represents images that have
detected faces (F ), generic objects (G) and circles (C). The
fifteen images are categorized into eight possible categories,
see Table 4.
No images contained only face and circle objects, so we
ignored this category and use only seven categories. The
number of regions and the ACP on the fifteen images are
shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. We used them to
compute the percentage of ACP for each RoI by computing
the total number of ACP that fall into each RoI for each
category (see Table 5). Since the image corners have a different number of ACP based on their location, we consider
them separately: top-left (TL), top-right (TR), bottom-left
(BL), and bottom-right (BR).
The percentage for each region is calculated by dividing
the total number of ACP on each category of images aggregated by the object type as seen in Table 5 by the total
number of regions in the same category as indicated in Table 4. The result is the average of ACP per region which is
divided by the average number of ACP that have been made
on each image. Table 6 shows the percentage of the average
of ACP per region based on the object type and category
of the image. The lower the percentage for a given category
in Table 6, the less likely it is that a user will select that
location. For instance, in the F G row in Table 6, which represents images containing faces and generic objects, users
are unlikely to select a Nose object (0% likelihood), but are
more likely to select the top left corner (6%).

3.6

Eye
0
165
55
0
0
0
0

Table 6: The likelihood of each region aggregated
by the object type and category. The empty cells
have zero likelihood.

Table 4: The number of regions covered by detected
objects aggregated by the object type and category.
Category
F
FG
FGC
G
GC
C
NONE

Face
6
302
47
0
0
0
0

Password Entropy

As with the saliency calculations in Section 3.2, we used
entropy as a strength measure for the graphical passwords
created by the users in Zhao et al.’s study. We assigned a
likelihood of selection to each 19x19 pixel region in each of

H(I)pred = W1 − (W2 ∗ F ) + (W3 ∗ E) − (W4 ∗ N )
+(W5 ∗ M ) + (W6 ∗ G) + (W7 ∗ C)

(2)

As a comparison point, the per-character entropy for a nu-
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meric PIN is 3.32 bits per digit, for a case-sensitive password
with letters only is 4.7 bits per character, and for a textual
password made up of case insensitive letters (52 choices),
digits (10 choices) and special characters (10 choices) for a
total of 72 possible characters to choose from is 6.17 bits per
character. Therefore, the per-bit entropy for the best images
in our study (Images 4 and 6) were greater than that of numeric PINs and case-sensitive passwords, but smaller than
that of stronger passwords that contained more characters.
This shows the possibility for strong graphical passwords
with these images, particularly if we consider increasingly
complex images with more possible objects that could be
selected.

4.

sessions took place in a quiet environment with participants
seated in a chair throughout.

4.2

USER STUDY

While the results from using the dataset from Zhao et
al. [37] provided base information for creating a suitability
measurement for graphical password guiding images, there
were still several outstanding questions regarding usability
and memorability that could not be answered using Zhao
et al.’s dataset. Therefore, we undertook a user study (approved by our institution’s IRB prior to its start) to gather
user data to answer questions the following questions:
1. Do participants tend to choose suitable images more
or less frequently than unsuitable images, where “suitable” and “unsuitable” are determined by the image
saliency Stage 1 procedure described in Section 3.2?
2. Do participants select 19x19 regions evenly, or are
there certain regions that are selected more frequently
than others?
3. Do participants find graphical passwords easy or hard
to use?
4. Are passwords created using a more suitable guiding
image more memorable than those created with a less
suitable image?
The answer to question 2 above will have an eﬀect on the
determination of practical password space, as defined previously in this paper. Theoretical password space assumes
that, of the regions actually chosen, that all of these are
equally likely to be chosen. Therefore, we wished to further
bound the theoretical password space estimates given in Table 2 by providing information on how frequently each chosen space was actually used in a password, thereby giving an
idea of whether the original theoretical password space also
overestimates the diﬃculty in cracking a given password.

4.1

Procedure & Equipment

In the first session, participants enrolled with their chosen
password. They first chose a guiding image from the set of
15 images used in the Zhao et al. study [37]. Each chosen
image was reviewed using the image saliency procedure in
described in Section 3.2; if the image was considered unsuitable, the participant was prompted to select a diﬀerent
image. This process was used to find out how frequently
participants chose the unsuitable images from the original
set of 15 images; it is our intention that the saliency procedure would be used to filter out images that would not be
shown to participants, we were not interested in studying
passwords created with these unsuitable images. Once the
participant had chosen a suitable guiding image, they created a graphical password consisting of three points. Each
of the three points could be a tap, a line or a circle anywhere
on the guiding image and they were allowed to start again
if, for some reason, they did not like their original password.
After creating the password participants played a memory
rotations game to clear their short-term visual memory, and
then were asked to recall their password. We then asked
a few questions about their experience in a semi-structured
interview. During the second session, which was approximately one week after the first session, participants were
once again asked to recall their password, but did not play
the mental rotations game nor have an interview.
Participants used an LG Nexus 7 tablet when participating in both sessions. We chose to use a tablet rather than a
smartphone due to the larger screen; as an initial study we
did not want to conflate the usability of the device itself with
the creation of the password itself. The tablet had loaded a
bespoke app designed for the study. Its purpose was to first
provide an interface for the participant to create and recall
their graphical password, as well as gathering data such as
the participant’s demographic information, the guiding images chosen, and the locations and types of actions chosen
by the user to make up their graphical password. We used
this app to gather timing information for the various stages
of the study including password creation and recall.

4.3

User Study Results

We now present the results of the user study in order to
answer the questions that we raised in this section. Our
results are categorized in terms of image selection, usability,
and password memorability.

4.3.1 Image Selection

Study Design

To determine the answer to the first research question regarding whether participants chose suitable or unsuitable
images more frequently, we examined the choices of images
the participants selected as guiding images for their passwords. Out of the 15 images initially provided, participants
selected only seven images, as shown in Figure 3. Figure 4
shows the total selections by the 33 participants. Note that
the totals add up to more than 33 selections because we are
also showing the initial unsuitable choices (blue bars, images 1, 2, 5, 12, 14, 15). 11 out of 33 participants selected
an unsuitable image and were required to select another image before progressing. Given that the other 22 participants
chose a suitable image initially, this shows that participants

We developed an Android application for creating graphical passwords and ran a two-session user study designed
to answer our research questions. We recruited a total of
33 participants (6 female and 27 male, mean age = 30.18
years) via email and personal invitation. Participants were
not required to have experience with graphical passwords,
although we required them to have experience with touchbased mobile devices. The first session, in which participants
enrolled with their chosen password and answered demographic and post-enrollment questionnaires, lasted around
30 minutes; the second session, which was to recall their
password after one week, lasted less than 5 minutes. The
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in our study were more likely to choose a visually more interesting image even when simpler images were available.

Table 7: The Kruskal-Wallis test results for login,
recall, login-retry, and recall-retry. df = 6, N = 33,
and critical value = 12.5916, alpha = 0.05

Figure 3: Images selected by the participants in the
user study. Background images originally from [14]

(a) Img 4

(b) Img 6

(c) Img 7

(e) Img 9

(f) Img 11

(g) Img 13

Login
Recall
Login-Retry
Recall-Retry

Significant diﬀerence?
No
No
No
No

Figure 5: The average time of creating (small dashed
line), logging (solid line) in and recalling (large
dashed line) graphical passwords for participantselected. Images are ordered from least suitable to
more suitable.

(d) Img 8

After the participant chose a suitable image, we logged
how frequently each of the seven images in Figure 3 were
chosen. Comparing the most frequently chosen images to
the results of entropy calculations for each image in Table 2,
we see that the most frequently chosen images were also
those with the highest per-click entropy (Images 4 and 6).
This means that most of the participants in our study chose
the most suitable images, which is encouraging since they
are also likely to make the strongest passwords.
Now, we examine only those images that were considered
suitable by the Stage 1 image saliency measurement in addressing usability and memorability.

4.3.2

H
-23.3805
-24.8478
-98.7848
-100.166

fore a positive result to see that login and recall times are
somewhat lower, with the one-week recall time similar to the
immediate recall (login) time in most cases. This shows that
the passwords created were relatively easy to enter, which
provides evidence of the ease of password use in our third
question in Section 4. We note, however, that these times
are likely higher than required to enter a textual password,
although this may be due to lack of familiarity and repetition
with our graphical password method. Interestingly, Image
4, the second most suitable image, had a high creation, login and recall time compared to other images. However, the
most suitable image, Image 6, had comparatively low creation, login and recall times. This rather confusing result is
likely due to the specific image contents.
The time that participants took to login or recall the passwords and the number of times that participants needed
to successfully enter their password were measured and assessed with the Kruskal-Wallis test in order to see if there
is any diﬀerence between the images selected. Table 7
indicated that there was no statistically significant diﬀerence in terms of login and recall times, nor the number of
times needed to successfully authenticate during initial login
(login-retry), and during the one week recall (recall-retry)
among the seven images. As a result, using the most suitable images did not aﬀect login or recall times, and thus does
not have a negative eﬀect on graphical password usability.
Another important feature of usability is user satisfaction
with the proposed scheme. To measure this, we conducted
an interview with participants after the initial creation and
recall phases were complete. Figure 6 shows the responses to
the questions asked as they relate to user satisfaction. The

Usability and Memorability

To measure usability, we recorded password creation time
and password recall time. As can be seen in Figure 5, the
highest average creation time was around 28 seconds and
the lowest around 11 seconds. The login and recall times
are lower for most images, with the recall time after one
week quite close to the initial recall (login time) immediately after creating the password. It is acceptable to have a
longer creation time since creation happens once; it is there-

Figure 4: The totals of participants who selected
each image in the user study. Blue bars represent
unsuitable choices per Stage 1.
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necessarily preferentially chosen by users. This supports our
intuition from Section 3.2.1 that more RoIs may encourage
users to select regions that are not necessarily hotspots, but
that are still visually interesting and potentially memorable.
We chose not to consider non-RoI squares in this assessment
as we believe that if there is no detected RoI that these
selections will not be memorable. We intend to test this
assumption in future work.

Figure 6: The responses of participants related to
usability of graphical passwords

Figure 7: Sample of heatmaps for images that represents selected areas. Frequencies ranged from red
(dark) for most frequently selected to green (light)
for least frequently. Background images originally
from [14].

majority of participants (6̃8%) found it easy or very easy
to remember their password, while the participants were
split quite evenly on whether they found graphical passwords slow to use when compared to their regular authentication method. A similar number, slightly more than half,
of participants found graphical passwords easy to use. These
results are somewhat non-deterministic: while participants
found graphical passwords easy to remember, they were also
considered no faster nor easier than traditional methods,
which means that they are about as usable as traditional
methods. While this result shows positive possibilities for
memorability (when combined with the fact that most participants needed only one try to recall their password after
one week), it shows little improvement in overall usability.
Therefore, we have shown support for our fourth research
question regarding memorability since less suitable images
showed similar creation and recall times to more suitable images. However, we also consider this result heartening since
we do not believe the participants considered the graphical password less usable than traditional methods, and they
were overall less familiar with our method.

4.3.3

(a) Img 4

(b) Img 6

(c) Img 7

(e) Img 9

(f) Img 11

(g) Img 13

5.

(d) Img 8

CONCLUSION

Graphical passwords have become a plausible authentication approach because of their usability in terms of login
error rate [6]. However, developing a method to evaluate the
predictability of graphical passwords is essential to maintain
the strength at least equal to that of textual passwords. In
this work, we add to the literature on graphical password
strength by proposing a measurement for guiding images
that is based on overall image saliency and contents. Our
measurement can be used to guide suitable image selection
for graphical passwords before the user selects their first click
point and without requiring additional user eﬀort, which is
our main contribution. Our main message is that graphical passwords are well suited to the largely touch-based
input common on modern mobile devices, are more memorable than textual passwords, and therefore are likely to
have more scope for future research compared to textual
passwords. Research to discover improvements in graphical password security, memorability and usability may create systems that are better suited to keyboardless or hard
to type on devices, where traditional textual passwords are
unlikely to improve.
We evaluated our saliency measurement model based on
existing graphical password click points, and we found that
the more salient regions on an image, the higher the entropy of click points, and thus the higher the theoretical and
practical password space. We then took the most suitable
images from this evaluation and determined that the resultant passwords will be stronger if a guiding image with more
RoI is chosen. In future work, we would like to broaden the
participant pool to include more diverse users in order to

User Choice

Finally, to answer question 2 from Section 4 regarding
user choice of RoIs, we created a heatmap (see Figure 7) for
user-selected images to show how frequently each RoI was
chosen. The colors range from green (lightly shaded) for the
least frequently selected regions to yellow and red (darker
shading) as the square is more frequently chosen. If a RoI
was not chosen, or if the region was not considered an RoI
since it did not contain a detected object, the corresponding
square is not colored or shaded. Referring to the heatmap of
Image 4 (Figure 8a), which is one of the two most suitable
images, we see that the center of the circular object was frequently selected (red/darkly shaded square) with a yellow
square just below it. This could be due to participants selecting the center but with less accuracy. Similarly, we see
in the heatmap for Image 8 (Figure 8d) that the two faces in
the image were frequently selected, which corresponds with
previous results that showed that faces were attractive regions [37].
Overall, the heatmaps in Figure 7 show that users tend to
select RoIs relatively evenly, as shown by the preponderance
of green/lightly shaded RoIs on each image. This shows
that, while hotspots do exist in each image, they are not
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generalize the results presented here, as well as asking more
in-depth questions regarding user reasoning behind image
choices. We also intend to further support our hypotheses
regarding image saliency and regions of interest with images
other than those used by Zhao et al.
Another important contribution of this work is a challenge
to the belief that hotspots are a detriment to graphical password guiding images. We show that a more complex image
(i.e., one with more RoIs) can provide more possible click
points that users actually select, thus potentially encouraging the user to create a less guessable password, or at least
one that is more computationally intensive and time consuming for an attacker. This has the eﬀect of spreading
potential user click points, and thus potential hotspots, over
an image, which may make dictionary attacks that need to
consider all hotspots less feasible.
Future extensions to this include considering other object
detection algorithms and color features that may provide
additional information about the regions that are likely to be
selected by users. Additional future work will study whether
images with more RoI encourage users to choose more secure
and memorable graphical passwords. This will be explored
with the addition of a graphical password strength meter
based on the strength metric proposed in this work.
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